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Wright State University Dayton, Ohio^

Instant r e g i s t r a t i o n f o u g h t

uBy. nDAN
i \ PlfKBH
PICKREL
Guardian Staff Writer
Issue One, put on the ballot by
Ohio Republicans to determine
the fate of the "instant registration" law now in effect, is
widening the state's political
differences.
"The system (instant and permanent voter registration) is not
fool proof," stated State Representative Robert Corbin (R-Kettering). "This is the main reason
I am pushing for the passage of
Issue I."
According to Congressman
charles Whalen (R-Dayton), cochairman of Citizens to save the
chairman of Citizens to Save the
Right to Vote, "instant Registration" is "already working" in
Ohio and that after " w e have a
little more eiperience in administering it, "there shouldn't be any
problems with it at all.

OHIOANS FOB the Preservation of Honest Elections contend
thai election day registration
would be "extremely costly"
particularly when coupled with
the registration feature of Senate
BUI I2S
Ted Brown, Ohio's Secretary
of State was quoted in Literature
prepared by Ohio for the Preservation of Honest Elections.
The General Assembly budgeted
$2,300,000 to cover the cost of
these and other provisions of
Amended Substitute Senate Bill
125. However, he said, that
amount is not enough to meet
expenses '.n this budgetary
period.
"IF THE IMPACT of election
day registration and permanent
registration are considered over a
long term. S2.300.000 would oe a
mere pittance and woald not
begin t«> satisfy the needs of state
«ad l»rsl governments in defray-
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the w e a t h e r
Partly cloudy Wednesday
and a chince of showers in
the south. Afternoon highs in
the 60s. Showers likely Wed
ncsday night and Thursday
Lows Wednesday wight between 55 and 60 decrees.
Highs Thursday between
and 65 degrees

these new nrnvitinn*
provisions," Brown
said. "It would be in my judgement that over a longer term it
will cost the taxpayer many
millions of dollars for election
day and permanent registration."

Most of the cost will come
from the additional election officials that will have to be hired to
sign up the voters on election
day.
THE PEOPLE that are in favor
of the instant registration believe
that it is the government's responsibility to make sure that
there are as few obstacles in the
way of the voter as possible

according to Ken Curtis, cha
chairaccordine
man of the Democratic Party.
Cartis said in a news release.
"The Democratic Party believes
in the right of all citizens to vote.
We do not feel that a person
should be denied his or her
Constitutional right because of
bureaucratic red tape. The voter
registration process should be
one that encourages participation. one which recognizes the
discriminatory practices and
shortcomings of the present system. and one which will simplify
and accommodate the people."
SUCH ORGANIZATIONS as
(See 'ISSUE ONE,' page 3.

Zefitter's charges get
cautious reactions
By TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian Wire Editor
There was only a cautious
reaction to the charges that the
University administration has behaved unethically in its handling
of the "Deep Throat" obscenity
case made in a letter to President
Kegerreis from State Representative James Zehner (D Xenia).
SPECIFICALLY,
ZEHNER
said that it appeared that the
University had violated a court
order by issuing obscenity guidelines before a negotiated scttle-

ment had been reached between
both parties to the class action
suit filed one year ago and that
the requirement thei Jayne
Lynch remove iter name fromt he
suit constituted "illegitimate
pressure" on part of the administration to "win out of court what
could not be won in court."
Zehner concluded his letter by
saying. "These two actions gave
the impression that the University is not dealing in good faith
witli students and faculty on this
issue."

U n Ande iron/Dally Gmudtan pho«o
la R-2D-2'a brother In Brehm lab? See page »•
LEONARD J. SCHWARTZ, at- Robert Duncan in the case, but
torney for the plaintiffs in the said that the current obscenity
suit refused to say wh ether the guidelines had been issued withUniversity had violated the order out the required negotiation, and
(See'GUIDELINE,' page 8.)
handed down by Federal Judge

Students r e a c t to Atwater's s t a n c e
By RON WUKESON
Gudirlian Staff Writer
1 can hardly believe Dave said something like that." said
Student Caucus Chair;r George Sideras reacting to a recent
statement by David ••.'water, assistant to the president and
assistant to the executive vice-president and provost, who said that
ke« administrators deserve free parking privileges because they
j! are "taore equal" than students and University personnel,
ji "THEY ARE CALLING IT a fringe benefit." continued Sideras,
,vho said that "purchasing a dec*! merely affords you the privilege
j of parking on campus. The rules have been bent to afford the key
J adraihistrators) a guaranteed 24-hour parking space, which
rransewsds the philosophy of (tor decal system-which should be
benefit enough."
"By reducing it (parking fee) to nothing." said Sideras. "they
are .uM'.ag unnecessary king to the cake.
"U" Dave ASwater and other administrators subscribe to this
phfc«sc£hy that they are more equal than other students and
faculty, then it only confirms a suspicion I've ilways had: that the
administrators do tot ...serve the students, but they are taking a
very paternal attitude toward us and den't think we can make
decisions for ourselves-that they're more infallable superhuman
thinking machines 01 something like .hat. because of course they
are more equal than us, and that's bullshit," said Sideras.
STUDENT OMBUDSMAN JANE LYNCH said, "I think Dave
(Atwattr) could have put it a little more diplomatically at best," as
part of AtwaSer's "style of speaking." Lynch said, "he does use
obtuse comments."
"I do yield sonvt power !o the oresident," said Nursing Student
and former Caucus Nursing Rep. Nelda Martinez, "because of the fact that lie is the president of the University, just as I would to my
d^an and even my instructors. But I feel tlut there is a point
beyond which this difference can be eiploittd...l don't want .0 see
the administration become an elitist group completely autonmous

from the needs and wants of the students."
Martinez added that she would be interested in "knowing what
he meant by equality and I'd also like to know how other
universities around the state h mdle parking and if they are giving
free parking and it so what are the reasons "
WRIGHT STATE SENIOR Doretta McGeorge said. "It's not
Atwoter's logic that's important, it's Spiegel's logic. What Atwater
says is immaterial to University policy."
McGeorge said. "Since they (the key administrators) are making
higher salaries. I see no reason why they should get a free
parking, much less a discount. Of course I'm not saying it
shouldn't be accessible, I'm just really appalled So find out what a
University administrator U really like in terms of receiving benefits
and special privileges."
"I can see both ways on this thing." said Gale Alley, student
and v.-" ran. "Veterans are just like any other student out here;
we're concerned about the amount we have to pay. like higher
tuition and the outrageous amount we have to pay for parking.
"MY INITIAL REACTION," -dded Alley, "is just like the
headline (ef the Atwater story) says-it's a lot of crap that they get
better spaces free.
"If the spaces are taken out of a department budget." he said,
"then I could see that as long as we're not paying for it."
Alley said he felt that Atwater's woiking of the statement was
"bad." adding that "it will probably turn more people off by the
simple way he came right out and threw it into your face, instead
of being more diplomatic."
"HOW EASY IT IS for the administration to forget that their
sole function is to bring the student and instructor together." said
graduate student Don McCrabb.
"The pillar upon which the University stands." said McCrabb.
"is the interaction between student and instructor. Therefore,
using Atwater's logic, only the superior student or the superior
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NAACP c h a r g e s D a y t o n i s racist
CINCINNATI (UPI)—Lawyers for
the Dayton chapter of the
NAACP argued Tuesday there is
sufficient evident of intentional
racial discrimination by the Dayton School Board to support
continuaton of a massive school
busing plan for desegregation of
the city's public school system,
system.
Despite a recent U.S. Supremo
Court decision which narrowed
the scope of legal remedies to
correct public school segregation,
NAACP attorney Louis Lucas told
a federal court hearing that the
large-scale Dayton desegregation
plan should remain in effect.
Lucas said he wanted to address the question of "evil motive" on the part of Dayton
school officials in allegedly promoting racial discrimination.
BUT U.S. DISTRICT Judge
Carl B. Rubin, who has handled

interested only in what was aone
and what effect it may have
now." on the school system.

The NAACP called as its first
witness Dr. Wayne M. Carle,
who served as Dayton school
superintendent frorr. 1968-73.
Lucas questioned Carle about
"racially motivated assignments
of staff" in the Day!-.-:, system
WHEN LUCAS began to give
some details of past school board
actions. Rubin again interrupted
and noted. "We don't put the
mark of Cain on a school board
forever. I am only concerned with
what has been done that is in
need of correction by this court.''
Rubin also warned the attorney
he was not interested in conducting a rehash of the original
Dayton school desegregation
hearing of 1972.

the Dayton case since it bagan
five years ago. repeatedly interrupted Lucas as he began to
introduce evidence, saying. "1 an

In the rehearing. Rubin must
work with revised U.S. Supreme
Court guidelines to determine

Immunization
COLUMBUS (UPI)—Lt. Gov.
Richard Celeste says he will turn
over to the Ohio Department of
Health a $50,000 federal grant
awarded lo his office, because
Gov. James A. Rhodes said he
cannot spend the money on an
immunizaton program for children.
Celeste was awarded the grant
from ACTION, a federal volunteer agency, to mobilize citizen
volunteers that would assist
county and local health departments in providing immunization
shots to children throughout
Ohio.
Rhodes said Celeste is not
eligible to spend the money for
such a program because it was
not cleared by the governor's
office in advance.
WHETHER THE department
will accept the money from
Celeste's office is still in ques
tion. A cepartment spokesman
said Celeste's offer is bc's.g
reviewed
The amcunt of money is "insignificant," compared to the $1
milli>/i the depart Dent plans to
spend in ihe next year to immunize children against dipthena,
tetanus, pclio, whooping cough
jn;j mea'jles, said Cetsite.
Celeste, however, says this is
not enough. He said the state has
no program ic contact parents
about 'mmunizir.g '.heir children
<rt \a m i l e
contact is made
about children who art only
ptrtifilly immunized.
"THAT'S THE BASIS for the
ACTION grant, and that's where
my office wants to help," Celeste
Mid.

Dayton's public sch iols began
court-ordered busing in September. 1976. But the high court
June 29, stuck down the Dayton
plan, declaring it was too radical
a remedy for the racial balance
problems of the school system.
THE DAYTON decision has
had a wide-ranging impact on
pending school desegregation
cases in many other cities.
The Tuesday hearing was held
in Cincinnati because Rubin was
presiding in another case in the
Queen City. The judge said the
remainder of the hearing, expected to last until Friday, will
take place in Dayton.

funds not spent

He said it is imperative that
Rhodes allow the money to be
spent because a new study by the
department shows more than
200,000 Ohio preschool children
have not completed their basic
series of childhood immunizations.
If the governor does not allow

the money to be spent, it will be
returned to ACTION.
DR. THOMAS J. HALPIN, the
department's
Communicable
Disease Division chief, said the
report Celeste referred to was
"the most intense scrutiny of
children's immunization status in
Ohio."

UMW works on west talks
WASHINGTON
(UPI)—United
Mine Workers President Arnold
Miller announced Tuesday he
has decided to concentrate on
contract negotiations with Western coal companies because
Eastern talks have broken down
Federal mediator Wayne Horowitz meanwhile expressed concern that the Eastern negotiators
wre running out of time to avert
a nationwide coal strike next
Dec. 6.
- Miller said he will go to
Denver Sunday to open "continuous" negotiations with Gulf Oil
Co,'a P and M mines. "We are
also anzious to bargain intensively with other Western mine
owners." he said.
THE UNION'S shift to Western talks apparently is designed
to pressure the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, which represents the Eastern mine opi'ators, to return lo the bargaining
table.
The SCO A leaders leportedly
fear the union will achieve a
more lucrative contract in the
West ihan they are willing to
offer the United Mine Workers.
Western talks aie being conduct-
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tt's eno«'3h to m a k e you break out i n a c o l d sweat.
Kesp trim at the gym with part of what you
can earn monthly by donating plasma
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whether there was any action by
the board 'which was intended
to and did in fact discriminate
against minority pupils, teachers
or staff." If such intentional
discrimination is proved, the
judge then must come up with a
new plan "to redress any incremental secregative effect."

224-197?
165 Helen. St.

ed on a company-by -company
basis.
"We arc putting great emphasis on our negotiations with
Western mine owners." Miller
said. "Since nothing is currently
going on in our Eastern negotiations with the BCOA, I have
alerted our entire main bargaining team to be prepared to go to
Denver on short notice."
HOROWITZ TOLD reporters
he was concerned the that the
BCOA and the union have only
three and one-half weeks remaining to avert a walkout. "It's hard
to see how they can complete the
joh." he said.
He said the situation became
"very troublesome" last week
when those negotiations broke
down after only five meeting
when the two sides could not
agree on the agenda.

Deadline for
ERA extensible
WASHINGTON (UPD-The Justice Department has decided it is
possible for Congress to extend
the time state legislatures have
to ratify the Equal Rights Amend
ment, an administration source
said Tuesday.
The department's offices of
legal counsel has prepared a
lengthy legal opinion on the
question of extending ratification
time and whether a state may
rescind its ratification.
"Supporters will be pleased."
one source told UPI. "Basically,
it allows more time. Those
against the ERAwill be displeased."

QJbeEailu (Guardian
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Goldberg attacks Soviets
BELGRADE. Yugoslavia (UPI)—U.S. Ambassador Arthuo J.
Goldberg, ignoring a Russian warning that criticism of Soviet
human rights policies could break up the Belgrade conference ' i
European security, today condemned political repression in the
Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.
Diplomats at the 35-nation meeting said Soviet delegate Uli
Vorontsov replied in mild terms, indicating that the Russians did
not intend IJ walk out.
Goldberg referred to the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia by
name in a 50-minutc statement to the conference, called to review
the 1975 Helsinki agreement.
"IT IS DIFFICULT TO AGREE that there is justificaiton for the
arrests and conviction of peaceful advocates whose trials appear
relatred in Urge part to the question of the way the final act is
being implemented," Goldberg said.
Vorontsov replied that the United States appeared to be
"reverting to the Cold War." and asked. "What is the purpose of
this conference? To hurl barbs at each other, or to improve .rade
and reduce nuclear arms?"
Delegates s*id the Russian's response was low-key compared
with his waning on Monday, when he told western countries, IF
these attacks continue, it could break up the conference."
VORONTSOV, LN THE TOUGHEST Russian warning at the
conference since it began, accused France, Britain and Canada
Monday of making "very harsh statements" against Moscow, his
spokesman said.

Carter approves foreign aid
WASHINGTON (UPI)—President Carer has signed a $6.7 billion
foreign aid bill which contains nothing for some Third World
adversaries of the United Stated but represents a boost in
worldwide assistance over last year, the White House announced
Tuesday.
The bill, according to the administration, sought to redress the
imbalance between the "haves" and "have nots" of the world, lt
cuts off military aid to other nations that, while not recognized
adversaries, are deemed to be guilty of human rights abuses.
Bui there is not direct aid to Vietnam. Laos. Cambodia and
Uganda, among others, in the bill and Carter sought to thwart
even indirect aid to those nations by agreeing to instruct U.S.
representatives in w r ! d lending bodies to vote against such
assistance.
THAT POINT THAT INDUCED a major skirmish between
liberals and conservatives during debate in Congress.
Conservatives opposed even indirect aid extended through
global financial institutions such as the World Bank. But World
Bank president Robert McNamara warned Carter the American
donation to the bank would have to be rejected if such a
precondition was included in the bill.
To resolve the conflict. Carter said he would instruct U.S.
representatives to international banks to vote against the loans.

Hospital loses Blue Cross
CINCINNATI (UPI)—Blue Cross of Southwest Ohio informed St.
Elizabeth Medical Center of Dayton Tuesday that Blue Cross'
Hospital Care Corp. is terminating its "member hospital contract"
with the medical center effective Jan. 31, 1978.
Blue Cross officials said the move was in accordance with a Blue
Cross board policy which "denies reimbursement to hospitals for
services rendered Blue Cross subscribers in new or expanded
facilities that failed to gain prior approval by an appropriate local
planning organization."
"Officials of St. Elizabeth Medical Center had informed Hospital
Care Corp. that the hospital expected full reimbursement for
services to be rendered Blue Cross subscribers in 84 new beds
recently opened at the medical center without the approval of local
planners " said Blue Cross officials.
"THE BLUE CROSS PLAN would not acquiesce to this demand
that conflicted with its planning support policy. An impassed
developed and the executive committee of the plan's board of
trustees decided, in the interest of effective local planning, to
terminate the membership hospital status of the medical center.
'St. Elizabeth Medical Center had been turned down by the
Miami Valley Health Care Planning Councilas early as 1971 in a
request to build en addition to its existing facilities." Blue Cross
officals
explained. "The local planning agency based its
decision on its conclusion that no more beds were needed in the
community.
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Issue one, a p a r t i s a n b a t t l e o v e r basic n g h t s

Women Voters of the United
order to keep the
continued fromi page 1
Voters said. "We supported the the administration procedures ity
tty of
of fraud in fraud
'J* T.^t°.h^LrtLl}w
States wholeheartedly en.
endorses
are important and would made issue at a emotional level and
the League of Women Voters of new registration bill from the
Election Day Registration as one
divert the voters from the real
the
difference
(if
instant
permamethod
to
expand
the
voting
Ohio. Ohio AFl-CIO. Ohio very start. We believe that there
issue of making it easy for voters
nent registration worked out).
franchise and actively involve
Education Association, Ohio should be minimum safe guards
She also pointed out that to vote.
against
fraud."
Council of Senior citizens, the
THE LEAGUE protested when more Americans in their governWHEN WE testified before the opponents of instant permanent the bill was made an appropria- ment."
United Auto Workers. Urban
registration bring up the possibilThe Dayton chapter of the
League, and the NAACP believe legislature we emphasized that
tion so that the voters of Ohio
that Issue One should be defeat(SAMPLE BALLOT)
could not vote a referendum on League of Women Voters found
ed, preserving "instant voter
it. Rehg said the league felt that that there wt-» no concensus in
the membership about issue I. so
registration."
this was a bit underhanded.
National Democratic Chairman
"ft is a shame that Senate BUI the Dayton chapter will stay
125 got caught up in a power neutral on Issue I.
Curtis said, "Ohio took an impor^
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
HOWEVER, THEY WILL be
struggle, it is too important of an
tant step forward this year when
To amend Section 1 of Article V ot the Constitution ot Ohio
the state legislature voted in
issu-i to be in that situation," she providing information pro and
con
on Issue I at all of the public
TO
PROVIDE
THAT
A
PERSON
IS
ENTITLED
TO
VOTE
AT
ALL
support of election day registrasaid.
ELECTIONS IF HE HAS BEEN REGISTERED TO VOTE FOR
Rehg also noted that the libraries in Montgomery cot.ity.
tion. By passing this vital legislaTHIRTY DAYS AND HAS THE OTHER QUALIFICATIONS OF AN
They will also be manning on
"penalty for voting twice is
tion. Ohio joined the progressive
ELECTOR AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS REGISstate ranks of Minnesota. Orestiffer than it has been in the Election Day hotline to answer
TERED AND FAILS TO VOTE IN AT LEAST ONE ELECTION DURquestions
on the issue, taking
past." There is a fine of $1,000
gon. Wisconsin, North Dakota,
ING ANY PERIOD OF FOUR CONSECUTIVE YEARS MUST REGand imprisonment for up to five calls from voters on any proand my home state of Maine, to
ISTER AGAIN BEFORE BEING ENTITLED TO VOTE
years for voting more than once. blems that might have occured in
assure all citizens of their right to
(Proposed by Initiative Petition)
THE LEAGUE OF Women will voting at the polls.
vote."
The League will be sending the
be leaving at information at the
Chairman Curtis also noted.
A majority affirmative vote is necessary tor passage
Campus Ministry at Wright Board "f Elections a report on
"In 1976 nearly 1.000.000 Amerthe election and how they
icans took advantage of the voter
State.
Ruth C. Clusen. president of Ihought it went.
day registration and did not
THE NUMBER OF the hot line
the
League
of
Women
Voters
of
cause a Democratic landslide as
the United Sates, said in a news is 228-1205. You call the Board of
many opponents of this bill had
TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT
release, "after many years of Elections on a problem that you
warned. To the contrary, three
(The proposed new language is capitalized and underlined)
study and involvement in the might have on election d y. That
states handed former President
ARTICLE
V
Ford the majority, and two states
elections svstem. the leaiiue of number is 223-7606.
voted for President Carter. VotSECTION 1 Every citizen of the United States, ol the age ot
ing is not a partisan issue."
eighteen Years, w h o has been a resident o l the stale county_
Under Ohio's current election
township, or ward, such time as may be provided by law. AfJD
placed in the tuition." Sideras
By DAVE YETTER
law. on Nov. 8 and each election
HAS BP FN REGISTERED TO VOTE FQR THIRTY DAYS, has the
said.
Guardian Staff Writer
after that voters will be able to
qualifications of an elector, and is entitled to vote at all elecFidcras said that he would like
Wright State University Presregister at the poll.
t.nns ANY ELECTOR W H O R L S TQ V Q T ^ - * T
to see the K-Iot expanded with
ident
Robert
Kegerreis
will
make
ELECTION DURING ANY PERIOD OF FOUR CONSECUTIVE
THERE WILL BE two lines
T E A R S S H A L L CLASS, TO BE A N E L E C T O R U N L E S S HE A G A I N
an appearance at Thursday's new shelter houses for tetter
there, one for voting and the
Student Caucus meeting to hear access to campus.
3ISTFRS TO VOTE
other one will be for registration
"With the new services, there
a proposal for a no-decal parking
and changing your address.
system which would lower the will be more incentive to park in
In order to register you must
price of parking to S3.50 per the K-lot." he said, adding.
provide "proof of idenity." your
"The money gained from the
quarter for full time students.
drivers license or you must have
"WE'RE GOING TO make a parking services will subsidise
a registered voter in your preSHALL THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BE ADOPTED"
the Third and Murray bus line
sales
pitch
for
a
no-decal
parking
cinct who will identify you under
system and a clean up of the and the shuttle bus running from
oath, according to the present
K-lot parking area." said Caucus K-lot to the campus.
law. Eileen Rehg. vice president
SIDERAS ADMITS there will
Chairer George Sideras.
.... Ohio League. of Women
<hl. Is how Issue One will be presented on your ballot.
of the
According to the proposal by be some problems for those
the Parking Services Committee, students who do not drive to
students would be able to park in school.
"There are people who walk
ping and unlawful possession of any of the parking lots except the
NEW YORK (UPI)—Convictcd aggravated harassment and coerintercepting
devices
in
conneccontrolled parking areas, desig- from Bonnie Villa, but 1 think it
Watergate burglar Frand Sturgis cion.
is equitable for the majority of
Sturgis, of Miami. Fla.. was tion with the plot to burglarize nated A-lot spaces C. ignated for
was arrested Monday night on
the students." he commented.
and bug the National Democratic the handicapped.
charges of threatening a woman charged with threatening Miss
Although some students may
Students would be charged on
Committee offices.
in order to keep her from testify- Lorenz to "refrain from testifying
get less use than others of the
a
quarterly
basis
"depending
on
ing before the House Committ'.* before legally constituted authorHe pleaded guilty Jan. IS. the total number of on-campus parking areas due to car pooling,
on Assassinations, police reyart- ities," policc said.
or being on campus only during
Sturgis, who has tics to anti- 1973, and was sentenced to a credit hours they take." the
ed today.
class times, the Parking Services
prison term of one to four years. proposal reads.
Castro
groups
in
the
Miami
area,
Police said Sturgis '<as rntstEACH ACADEMIC quarter Committee feels, "In the interest
He was released by court order
ed in a Manhattan apartment at was arrested June 17, 1972. Jan. 18. 1974. and the sentence
the student would pay the add- of low fees for all based on1 a
11:30 p.m. by a dstective from inside the Watergate apartnent
eventually was reduced to time itional charge. "The price for the simple plan, we must mini" '"
tlK department's Intelligence complex in Washington. D.C.,
(See 'KEGERREIS.' page T >
parking would ^be aautomatically
served
parking;
u t o m . ^ ^ with James McCord"
McCord and three served.
Division. Poiict said the apart- XSh
Cuban-Americans recruited by
.
*
ment was rented to sturgis.
Police si-id Sturgis had tele- SturgisforE. Howard Hum and *
J J Q g 0 1 1 6 1 1 1 6
N o V / p m h P T Z &
4
*
.
Gordon
Liddy.
phoned threats to Marit* Lorenz.
.TURGIS
WAS
indicted
Sept.
*
Miss u>wnz iv a former CIA and
1972. on eight counts of *
FBI informant who testified before the house committee that conspiracy burglary. •riretat
she accorn*anied U« Harvey
Free Delivery New York Subs
Oxwald, Slurgis and others to
Dallas on Nov. 19, 1963. three
days before President Kennedy
was assassinated.
STURGIS, 52 was to be arraigned later today on charges of

KegerreLs to hear Caucus

Watergate figure arrested for threats
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Atwater comment
draws blood, ire
David Atwater, (assi'Manl to the president and executive
vice-president and provost], has been making comments lately that
only serve to further illustrate the impression that many, including
State Representative James Zehner, have about Wright State, the
administration is not dealing in good faith with the students and
faculty.
Atwater said that administrators should Save free parking as a
fringe benefit because administrators are "more equal ' than the
other members of the W5U community.
While the issue of free parking arose out of certain
administrators' refusal to pay the S100 fee for A ' reserved
parking spaces. Executive Vice-President and Provost Andrew
Spiege said that the free parking was a fringe benefit because his
staff shouldn l be out ' driving around the parking let,'' but at
their desk.
We fail to see how the concern for the administrators being able
to gel to work quickly, when they have reserved parking places
just outside the executive wing, translates into free parking
privileges for those who can most afford it.
The manner in which the privilege was given was highly
irregular with mere refusal to submit to a standard policy of paid
parking finding the notorious hatchet man Spiegel, out of character
all too willing to comply with the requests of the dissident,
administrators in this case.
We have never seen Spiegel so eager to please anyone else in
the WSV community. Perhaps if a few thousand students stopped
paying fees and hollered a bit. we would find WSU a different sort
of olace. Prwbably a place reeking with tear gas and littered with
the wounded bodies of students.
But as A rwater said, administrators are ' 'more equal.'' which as
we all know, translates as "we can do anything we want and to
hell with what anybody else thinks. ' Richard Nixon considered
himself "more equal" also, and people who think they are "more
equal'' should be carefully watched.
The Steering Committee has expressed concern about the issue
of free administrative parking. There are many busy people at
WSV. who need to be at their desks. Where should a line be
drawn? Spiegel has drawn it at the dean level. He said
departmmts may pick up the tab for the deans' decais, but the
same free parking exists for the ndividual who •s fmtnciully able
to payPerhaps the administration would like to revise u s view of
equali'y end give free parking lo students who should be in classes
they paid for, instead of driving iround the parking lot Kith
University employees, com,rating for a zpace to park without fear
of towing, in a poorly planned parking facility.
Bui the administrating will most likely continue to step on
people's fecit while ripping them off during what Spiegel has
called an " 'au^l-vity period. " Giving away five services to those
who ran most afford to pay neems to be at great odds with any
foncept of austerity.

HAD No IDEA WHAT MoB? I'M
THE MoB WAS SoTALKING ABOUT
STRoNC HEREy THE STATE f / V I
*

By Chipp Swindler

Executive parking scholarship

conciliation, for Spiegel realizes
You don't need me to tell you individual's tuition.
More important than those two that he does not have to pacify
that money is tight right now.
ccrtainly don't need me to points would be the message that the peasant crowd. He holds all
| tell you that money for college in would be conveyed to the stu- the cards. What recourse is
dents of WSU, that the adminis- ther;?
• particular is tight.
Just in case we don't learn
I
For the second consecutive tration is sincere in its efforts to
| year tuitions rose this fall. At the responsibly lead this university. quickly enough for him. Spiegel
. same time that tuition was rising.
In order for the »st of a beats his message into us with a
V many departments within the quality education to remain low, club. If we don't like $54 parkI university were forced to absorb all parties involved arc going to ing. see wh?.t we think of free
have to learn the fine art of parking. You know what? He's
i budget re;;.
I Two of the more important trimming their budgets. It is absolutely right. There is nothing
| student institutions, Student going to require a concerted we as students can do. except
Caucus and the Ombudsman, effort on the part of all rungs of appeal to reason.
It would take a sacrifice of
received cuts from the Student the ladder of equality at WSU.
| Budget Board.
For, if we accept the propos- insignificant degree for those 20
J LAST SPRING Budget Board tion of Atwater, we arc all not administrators and deans to resI returned part of the money that equal. Some are entitled to priv- tore the students' faith in them.
| had been allocated to it to fund ileges that those who possess However, if they go ahead and
. student organizations. In doing a lower equality index simply accept those free parking spaces,
I so, the members of Budget don't need.
then their message will be hard
| Board were showing that stuThis line of thinking might to mistake.
. dents also recognize that if the conceivably lead one to assume
There is. of course, the possiI cost of education is to be kept at that those at the bottom of the bility that an appeal to reason
t a reasonable amount, all con- equality scale have no privileges will not suffice. Perhaps an
. cerned are going M have to make at all. but simply the essentials. 1 appeal to .'.nity might do the
f concessions.
believe that even Atwater will trick. Might a scholarship fund
|
While the actual number of agree that if you haven't any- be established by these 20 peo' dollars that Budget Board re- thing to give up. you sure as hell ple?
| turned to the university's general aren't going to be able to offer
| fund is small conpared to the anything up for slaughter when it
0 . Edward Pollock, director of
* total university budget, it none- comes time to pare the budget. the Wright State Foundation, is
| theless was a symbol of the Does it not then follow that the presently conducting a scholarwillingness of students to co-op- ones possessing the privileges ship drive on behalf of the
erate in the fight to keep the cos; are going to have to part with foundation. An annual donation
J of a college education to the some of those privileges when of $100 from each of these 20
funds get scarce?
people could pay the tuition of
(minimum.
There is an issue at hand that
Wright State's top 20 could go two students. What better show
I involves an even smaller amount a long way toward showing that of faith on behalf of the adminishowever, ihis could be they are wi'ling to co-optrate if tration than the "ad infinitum,
(ofan money,
even bigget symbol of will- they would just not be so stub- ad nauseum annual scholarship
| ingness to cooperate
born over these damned parking awards." In exchange for their
j DR. ANDREW P Spiegel; spaces.
$100 donation, the top 20 would
f Wright State University vice-ptereceive a parking space.
4 sident, provost, and treasurer;
Perhaps stubborn is too mild a The deans and administrators
. has proposed that 20 deans and -ord to describe the administra- would get their parking places
Today 's tJbeatre picture on page seven was provided through the
f members of the WSU adminis- tion's stance on this matter, for free. (The $100 is a donation,
University News and Information Service, whose twin just happens
j tration have cost of their paring what Spiegel is proposing will do remember.) At the same time it
to be the University Time*. Thanks guys.
. places reduced from $54 (or $52. nothing if it does not antagonize would look like they were paying
However, we just happened to have one of our own Daily
I depending on whether you be- the faculty and students at WS'.;. for the spots. (If they don't
Guardian photographers there when the University Times war
I licve Assistant to the President
Students are in an uproar over donate, they don't collect.) The
•axing pictures, and our photographer wa: thrown out.
of the University David Atwater, discount and free parking. The Wright State Foundation would
We wonder why.
or Director of Security and Park- faculty is less than pleased. The receive $2,000 a year, and two
We also feel that the Daily Guardian should have the same
| ing Services Richard Grewe) to Steering Committee of Academic students would get their tuition
rights u, coverage afforded the University publications
SO. The parking place would be a Council unanimously expresses paid. Everybody is happy.
"fringe benefit," according to "deep concern" with the situaWhile 1 admit that what you
| Spiegel.
tion. Ail the indicaitons are that just read might be a little farTwenty parking spaces are not the Executive Wing had better fetched. you can't argue that
I The Daily Guardian values the opinion of its readership and
fcoinff to solve WSU's parking take quick action to pacify the there would be fewer toes
J welcomes letters to the editor, letters must be typed, double| problem. Nor is the $2,000 that natives.
stepped on. And it just might
j spaced, on a 6C character line. All letters must bear the author's
. would be gained by the sale o* %o what is the word that is convince us that Wright State
| signaiurr. We reserve the right to edit letters for brevity, and
I the 20 spaces at $100 apiece delivered from the gates of is more than just a paycheck to
j grammar. Lttteri should be no longer than two typewritten pages.
I appreciably affect the cost of an Vahalla? It is not a word of some people.
|

(You

•

•

Equal rights please !

»

|

We w a n t y o u r letters !

I
•
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W h e e l c h a i r s a r e being studied f o r e f f i c i e n c y
By DOL'G HANKINS
Guardian Staff Writer
Wheelchairs may be more
strenuous to operate than they
have to be, said Dr Robert
Glaser, associate professor of
physiology at Wright State medical school.
Operating a wheelchair is more
strenuous to the cardio-vascular
and respiritory system than walking or bicycling, he said. This
stress may endanger patients
with a deficiency of these systems.
AN EXERCISE physiology laboratory moniters research of physiological effects of wheelchair
operation, mainly stresses on the
cardio-vascular systems.
The research is refined to
three aspects, stress, design, and
fitness.
To aid in wheelchair prescription and design, certain stress
areas must be identified. A
wheelchair ergometer. measures
the amount of energy expelled in
simulated wheelchair operation.
THE ERGOMETER consists of
an immobile wheelchair, a bicycle with only a seat, handlebars
and chain sprocket, a friction
chain and a load weight. The
weight of a person increases

friction on the wheelchairs
wheels and the bicycles pedals.
A breathing valve measures
the oiygen uptake and carbonmonoxide output to determine
the amount of energy expended.
A cardiotachometer moniters the
patients heart rate for signs of
stress.
Information from these tests
will aid in the understanding of
architectural barriers in buildings
designed to accomadate wheelchairs.
WHEN CERTAIN stress points
have been identified, wheelchair
(iesign can help ease those
stresses.
Most wheelchairs follow the
same basic design as those from
the 1800's. said Glaser. This
design is only about 5% effecient, resulting in "wasted energy." he said.
Gear shifts, handcranks. or
hand-operated levers provide different means of force application
which help lessen stress.
SINCE NO major modification
of wheelchair design is expected
in the near future, the lab deals
mainly with developing cardiorespiritory fitness programs.
An interval training technique,
in which a patient exeicises,
rests, f.nd eucrcises agair. helps

First Baptist Church gives
materials to WSU archives
By DAVID MIX
Guardian Staff W riter
The First Baptist Church of
Dayton will be donating some
material to the Wright State
Archives that consists of historical records dating back to 1826.
"The materials include actions
taken by the church, church
policy, attendance, early written
history, and church meetings."
according to Reverand Bruce
Morgan, Pastor at First Baptist.
"THE RECORDS are now
stored in various places around
the church," continued Morgan.
"Some people in the church felt
that they needed a better place to
keep them."
"A committee was formed
especially for t ' t psnK*e of
finding a place ta store the
mnterinl T!*i •--r.urcii decided to
donate the materials to the WSU
Archives because we needed a

place where the records could be
stored and gotten to if needed."
said Morgan. He added that the
committee found that ""the WSU
Archives gave the best service.
Patrick Nolan, Head of Archives and Special Collections,
said. "First Baptist is the first
church to donate their material to
the Archives. Other old churches
in the Dayton area may consider
putting their old documents in
the WSU Archives."
"SOME MEMBERS wanted
the material kept at the church,"
Morgan said. He said that the
the
church did not have tl.e money to
provide space.
No monetary value has been
placed OP the material. The
materials will be available to the
public with certain restrictions.
Materials concerning ministers,
secretaries and other church personnel will be kept confidential,"
Morgan said.

Flu shots administered
By MIKE WUNDEE
Guwdlan Special Writer
The flu season U just around
the corner, but Dr. C.S. Hambrick, M.D. of the Wright State
Health Service intends »o <to
more than jtwt sit around and
past out Kieene*.
Although Hamorick slid the
medical community has come to
frown oi the genera! administration of flvj shot* :.o the public, he
recommended that Health Services dispense thi shots due to
the varying needs of patients.
HAMflRICK stressed that persons * ch chronic heart or respir
atory problems need the shots to
guard '.gainst complications
Shots arc available »t Health
Services' Allyn Hal! basement

Health Services is operated by
the WSU Medical School's Family Pinctice Department, nsd its
services arc open to ».# WSU
students free of charge or for a
nominal fee
FACULTY AND STAFF are
also treated, but on an emergency !»»ts only.
The office doors open #t 8:i5
a.m. and close at 5 p.m. every
day when classes are in session.
Between 12 noon and 1 p.m. the
office staff breaks for lauch, and
onN emergency casta are handled.
Hambrick said he feels the
Healt'l Services office provides a
valuable link in the total learning
environment. "A healthy student
lepras better." said Hambricfs.

determine a patients fitness and
check its improvement, said
Glaser.
Diane Foley, who completed
her Masters degree in biological
sciences under Glaser and has
worked in his lab as research
assistant for about a year, said
"This type of research has to be
done."
"HOPEFULLY THE results of

this study will aid in evaluating
the cardio respiratory fitness of
patients unab!: to use their legs
in exercise." she said.
The Dayton Veterens Administration along with the Miami
Valley Heart Chapter of the
American Heart
Association
funds the project with grant
money.
WSU has two labs off campus.
The Dayton Veterens Admin-

istration Hospital lab Is operational. while the lab set up at St.
Elizabeth Medical Center is operational. but related data has
not yet been collected.
FITNESS PROGRAMS are to
maintain fitness. Glaser said.
"Fitness should not deteriorate." he said.
"Our goal is a more effecient.
less strenuous wheelchair." he
said.

Re volution for surv iv abMartinez
By JOHN SALYER
Guardian Siaff Writer
What has to happen for us to
survive in this country is a
revolution." commented Logan
Martinez, a left wing activist who
gave a slide presentation in the
University Center on Oct. 29.
ACCORDING TO Martinez,
the U.S. is nearing a period of
crisis for which the only solution
will be a revolution.
'' At the core of the problem is
capita'ism." Martinez noted.
The slide show was a 45
minute presentation based on the
works and theories developed by
Dr. Samir Amin. director of the
African Institute for Economic
Development and Planning for
the United Nations.
ACCORDING TO Martinez,
the slide show is a comprehensive look at the danger of the
present economic order.
Open discussion was held after
the slides, during which Martinez contendt' that the working
class should rise in revolt against
the capitalistic power structure.

ment organizer in the Dayton
area since the spring of 1970.
and is currently a member of the
National Committee of the People's Alliance, a national coalition involving several hundred
political and community organizations.
He is also a former Wright
State University student and a
graduate of Bcavercrcck High
School.

Letters...
Logan Martinet A t ) d e n H m p K o l o
"The working class must regain control of their lives and
their government." Martinez
said. "The average person is
powerless."
MARTINEZ
MAINTAINED
that there exists a need for a newconstitutional convention because, "our present constitution
was drafted 200 years ago to
govern a relatively small country,
and is no longer adequate."
Martinex has been a left move-

To the editor:
A solution to the problem of
how much administraters are
going to pay for their parking is
to have them park in the " K "
Lot. It is free, which is what they
want in the first place, and they
might eve'ii meet some of the
students, jnd learn their attitudes. Due to our prompt schedule. the administraters would
be at their desks in plenty of
time. Or if they wanted the
cxcrcise. they could walk up the
hill.
Jo* Shindell
"K " Lot shuttle bus driver

WE'RE
AFTER YOU!
QQpBWlj 6UBT66#1

L

is looking for

Call
873-2505

Salespersons, reporters,
secretaries and lay-out people
Room for upward mobility

For Sale

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING RINGS: Up to
50% discount to students,
faculty, A staff. Example, V4
ct. $95, '/. ct. S275, 1 ct. $795.
by buying direct from leading
diamond importer. For color
catalog send $1 >o SMA Diamond Importers Inc., Box 42,
Fanwood. N. J. 07023 (indicate name of school) or call
(212) (>82-3390 for location of
showroom nearest you. 10-21
-4
FOR SALE: Musicians Ampeg
S.V.T. head all the power
you'll ever need. 300 watts
per channel. Less than 6
months old $600.00. Also Gil
son melody maker guitar,
double, pick-up. Tone switchgrovcrs a collectors item
$200.00 with case, call Bobby
M.-F434-4618 after 5:30. 1027-3
FOR SALE: AM'FM Stereo
with record & 8 track tape
player-sell for $300 asking
$100 ('/i of price.) (2) 3 big
stuffed dogs sell for $45 (new)
V, of price ($30) (3) sitting
room couch (2 pieces can be
used as love seat onlv ($30)
Attractive low price! Call 01adunni after 10 pm M-F and
anytime between 8 am-II pm
Sat. or Sun. Ask for Larry.
256-5934. 10-27-3
FOR SALE: Moving out -vale!!
We have extra tables, appliances. stereo, TV's, you name
it. for sacrifice prices. Call
Ginger at 256-2125. 10-28-2
FOR SALE: Wedding dress
with veil. Size 7-8. $90. Call
836-8587. 10-31
FOR SALE: Lloyd's Stereorccovd player, with speakers.
Contact Katie. 267 Millet.
10-28
FOR SALE: Good year E78-I4
Whitewall-New Tire, paid $38
Sell $18 firm, call 8uf.-6364 or
bo* TI94. 10-31
FOR SALE: DccCa stereo und
sound and sign 8 track tape
player. Good condition. $50.00
Reply to mailbox J320. Il l
FOR SALE: Grand piano.
Must sell. Best offer is accepted. Contact mailbox M405
or call 256-5100. 11-1-3
TICKETS FOR Rehab Club
Xmas Party on Dec. 3rd can
be purchased at November's
Club Meeting. Monday, Nov.
7. at 3 o'clock in Ml 17, 10-31
FOR SALE Nikko 7075, stereo receiver. Warranty good
for 2 years. Excellent condition. $200.00. Ca«l Phil after 5
p.m. 299-9300 or reply in
mailbox J208. 11-1-2

Automotive

FOR SALE: 1975 Pontiac Icmans coupe' grandam"; maroon with hlack vinyl roof and
interior. Air cord, utcreo,
power windows and scats rail
ye wheels, much more. Only
31.000 miles, only $3,300.00.
Call Springfield 325-8721 or
325-8118 or mailbox S541. Ask
for Dick. 10-25-10
FOR SALE: 1972 Pinto squire
wagon, auto, trans., air. luggrage ract; good tires. Call
848-2473. 10-26-4
FOR SALE: '75 Olds Cutlasi.
Salon, triple black, air. 38,000
miles, new radials, $3800 or
best offer. 873-2021. U - t .

LAURA. NOT Lori-Friend of
Donna who I met about 2
weeks ago in the Rat. Where
did you go? Been searching
since then. PLEASE contact
me at T487. Eagerly waiting,
Tom. 1!-1

f$k\t Daily (guardian

Classified Ad:

FOR SALE: 69 Impala 2-door
white black vinyl top automatic power steering & brakes,
4-season A.C.. tilt steering
wheel, tinted windshield, AM
radio 66000 actual mile, dependable. winterized. $1000.
Call Steve at 878-6116 after 5.
10-27-3
FOR SALE: 62 Chevrolet Be
lair. 4 Dr.. Int. is choice, body
is good (some rust), good
tires, trans, is VA years old,
V-8 283 Automatic, runs real
good, winterized, excellent
car for dependable transportation. 14 mpg city. 19 highway.
Call Steve at 325-4900,
Springfield or mailbox PI 79.
$425. 11-1-8
FOR SALE: 1974 Mustang U.
2800 ec engine is damn near
new. 4 speed, air con., new
front brakes and tires. $2100.
Call Chipp at 372-0481. 11-1
SALE: Parting out a 1969
Volkswagen. If you need VW
parts, call 222-0284. 11-1.
FOR SALE. '68 Pont, Tempest. Good condition, very dependable. Asking $200. Best
iffer accepted, am-am in-dash. Must sell. Contact Eric
at Box #J2I or call 263-4612
after 9 p.m. 11-1.
FOR SALE: 1974 Kawasaki
250. excellent condition, with
back rest, crash bar and book
rack, will part with for $500.
Call 222-0284. 11-1.
FOR SALE: 1066 Old's 442,
68.000 miles. 400 cid, 10.5:1
Comp., 4BBL. Auto, P.S.,
P.B.. air cond.. runs good,
body needs work. AM-FM.
$250 or best offer. Call Tom at
878-7814 or Box TI16. 10-28
FOR SALE: 1966 Karman
Ghia. Good Engine, new
clutch, new muffler. Reliable
car. $100 or best offer. Call
Marilyn at 878-4191. 10-28

Help Wanted

HELP WANTED: Needed L Icndant for handicapped student, mostly driving, some
personal assistants. Good pay,
and driving automatic "in
with automatic lift. Call Karen
at 233-6231. 10-27-2
WANTED: Band/combo to
play at wedding Saturday.
December 24th in the afternoon (i -5, range). Must play a
varitey of music. Submitt offers to Box 0377. Include; (1)
cost (2) number of members
in group (3) place to hear
group play. 10-25-3
HKAVY METAL Haters, I
need bass, lead. Keyboard
and vocalist for sizzling hot
southern fried band. Must
have experience and equipment. Call Scott at 376-2281.
10-25-2

Wanted
WANTED CAMPBELL Soup
and bean labels for Fairborn
Elem. school to get equipment
with them. Please put in
mailbox C103. Thanks. 10-27-

Housing

ROOMS: Apartment: North
Dayton-20 mir.. from WSU,
47.50 per month and your half
of utilities-Call Phil at 2987321, After 6. but before 9
weekdays or J131 Allvn Hall.
10-13-5
ROOMS: Wanted, a place to
live that allows dogs. 20 yr.
old WSl) student and his 2
dogs need a place to live.
Dogs are bouse trained and
like people. Willing to share.
Leave note in R433, or call
Gary at 254-0953 and leave
message. 10-28-3
ROOMS: I would like a room
to stay in from Nov. 12 until
the end of Nov. or until finals
are over. Willing to pay.
11-1-5.
ROOMS: Roommate needed
to share House with 3 other
students. Male or Female. 15
minutes from school, in Dayton. Private room, washer and
dryer, pool table, utilities included. $80 monthly. Sec Tom
052BH. ext 3019 at WSU.
278-760! at home. 11-1
ROOMS: Female roommate
wanted to share 2 bedroom
Mapleview Apt. in Fairborn.
10 min from WSU. '/> rent, all
utilities paid. Contact Kim,
mailbox B379. 10-28-3

Lost & Found

LOST AND FOUND: Lost, a
1 Vi foot square piece of white
satin with blue embroidcrey
shield. Lost Sunday night (the
23rd) around the University
Center. If found please call
Kimberly at T "?-8229, or
leave note in mailbox J228.
Reward. 10-28
LOST AND FOUND: Silver
bracelet on 10-26-77. Great
sentamental value, wanted
back desparately. Leave message in dorm mailbox 223.
Sue. 10-28

Miscellaneous
ATTENTION NURSING STUDENTS: Your club, SNOS. is
selling WSlI murse power
tee-shirts for $4.25. To buy
your tee-shirt, come to the
nursing bulletin board on the
3rd floor of Fawcett, where
further information can be
obtained. 10-27-3
MANAGEMENT CLUB Playboy CI ib tour sign-up is Nov.
2. 2-3 p.m. Room 347 Allyn.
Come to our meeting. 10-31
FREE: Pet guinea pig, cage,
accessories. Must give away
to someone due to allergies.
Take her please!I Call Ginger
at 256-2125 or mailbox J348.
10-28-2
ATTENTION Social Work students and faculty: Social Work
Department "Get Acquainted
for Students and Faculty"
Friday. Dec. 2, 7:00-11:00
p.m., 041. 043, 045 University
Center. 11-i-Z.

Need typ-ng done? Will type
term papers or any kind of
material. $1.00 a page. 11-1
IF YOU have despised leghold traps in ehe past, now
you have the chance to be felt.
If you vote YES on Issue 2,
your vote will help eliminate
the suffering and agony the
animals go through every
trapping season. Please vote
Yes on Issue 2 and send what
you can to: International Fund
For Animal Welfare, INC P.O.
Box 9744 Cleveland, Ohio
44140. Your contribution will
help to off-set the large cost of
a state-wide campaign. 10-28

Personals

To Ingamore: How can I
express how I feel? 1 e been
waiting for you all my life,
and now I'll wait until we can
share our lives forever. Remember the house and the
pool. Love, your very own
Klunker. 11-1.
MADAME X. ma cherie amour. je voudrais te voir ce
soir. Tu seras tou jours pres
de mon coeur. Allons a Istanbul bientot. Monsieur " 4 "
P.S. Tu es tres photogenique.
10-28-2
TO TERI: I'll love you forever
and again. David. 10-31
DEAR "SUPERSTAR" partner: Prove that your strategies
can match mine! Kimble. 1028
Jan D. - Keep up the good
work kid! You're doing great/
Xi love, your pledge pal. 11-1.

ZETA LADIES Lost in the
Sark: What did you NOT have
Tuesday night? Find it in your
mailboxes soon!-The Boss.
10-28
WANT TO sec some blood,
gore and violence. The Southern Ohio Lacrosse Club plays
this Sat at II am against
Cincy and Sun at 4 pm against
Miami at Miami Valley H.S.
in Centerville. 10-28

THE SOUTHERN Ohio Lacrosse Club will defend your
honor this weekend at Mi.mi
Vally High Schotl in Centerville. Sat. 11 am against
Cincinnati and Sun 4 pm
versus Miami. 10-28
Hey Zeta'sl Don't forget to
look in your mailboxes Thursday after your regular meeting! Zeta love, the Pledges.
11-1
LARRY
BUTTELWERTH:
Keep your eyes open! "Cause
we are. Your Secret Admirer
& Agents. 10-28
HEY I T.N., C.Z.. K.L., H.D..
C O.. N.S. and N.F-What sorority is number 1? 'Replv
0172. 10-28
Lisa S. - How do ya like being
an easy DZ so far? Good
Luck! Your big brother. 11-1.
The DAILY GUARDIAN
classified ad section Is a free
service to students of Wright
State. The charge for non-students is ten cents a word per
Insertion. Free classified ads
will appear twice, and paid
ads will be run a* often as
designated by the advertiser.

D a z e to r e m a i n at hill

"Well, some of us do go to
classes and it's mce to step out
on the quad and party a while
In a letter to the University between them."
Francis did take into considercommunity, Robert Francis, executive director of Campus Plan- ation the inadequacies of the
ning and Operations, spelled out water tower location in making
the final decision concerning the the decision.
"True, some aspects oi the
location of the semi-annual
"Daze" celebrations at Wright physical facility were insufficient.
For
May Daze, i will rent ChemiState.
October Daze and its sister Johns for onsitc restroom facilievent May Daze will remain on ties, provide adequate ramping
the hill by the water tover for to make the hill acccssible to the
handicapped and the f.olethree reasons, according to Fran
bodied, provide better traffic
cis.
The academic <ommunity is control, and level, stable staging
satisifed, since their teaching and scaffolding.
"You try to operate a wheelefforis were not frustrated, and
involved clubs and organizations chair in a Chemi-John." said one
arc satisfied, since the music did handicapped student. Other students suggested alternate locanot bother them.
in addition. Wright State's tions for the Daze events, the
neighbors are satisfied, since the most common suggestion being
music from the bands did not the amphitheatre since it already
has a stage and seating.
bother them.
As one student, who has partiWhen asked to comment on
Daze activities and Francis' let- cipated in October ar.d May Dare
ter, WSU community members activities since before he started
most frequently criticized the at WSU said, "i think the matter
location. "I just don't want to should be given more considerahike," said one sophomore.
tion by Francis and the clubs on
contends that "it was more fun campus, because people get real
on the quad anyhow." One picky when it comes to being
student claims the festival was satisfied with where they spend
more fun on the quad because. their money."
By JOSEPH ROBERTS
Guardian Staff Wrlter
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Guralnik does Chopin well
By CAIT DOWNING
Guardian Staff Writer
Chopin lives, a music drama,
was presented in the Wright
State Concert Hall Friday evening, Oct. 28, featuring concert
pianist Robert Guralnik.
The New York oianist performed several pieces of Chopin's
musical work, intermingled with
a dramatic monologue characterizing the composer. Guralnik was
dressed in 19th century clothing
and portrayed Chopin throughout
the concert.

The script, written by Guralnik
and directed by Harold Guskin.
reflected thorough, in-depth research. The history developed
nrough Guralnik's monologue
was both intimate and broad.
IN THIS one-man play. Chopin
talked about his early childhood,
members of his family, prominant figures of the time, and
political conditions of the times.
Pathos and humour were used
well in communicating this interpretation of Chopin and his
music. The drama and the music
fed each other to make the

Sailtj (fcuarbian

The A rts
Martin still using old g a g s
By SHELLEY WYSONG
Guardian Staf V 'rlter
Incredible though it may be.
comic Steve Martin no longer
gets small.
Martin told a full house at
Music Hall in Cincinnati Monday
night that he doesn't get small
anymore because of an incident
lhat occured when he TSed (too
smalled) recently.
"IT WAS pretty embarrassing
walking around in cuffs with an
officer whose knees were level
with his shoulders," Martin explained to his audience, in his
own imitablc visual style.
A recent host of NBC's Saturday Night Live and frequent
guest host of The Tonight Show,
Martin gave Monday night's
audience what they had come to
see..."just a ramblin' guy."
From his entrance. Martin
rambled through one after another of his trademark routines,
which was perhaps the one flaw
in the evening's performance.
Martin had relatively Utile new
material.
HIS STANDARD opening of
"Let's give th" drugs a couple of
minutes to take effect." and his
use of oid-time gag props like a
curved arrow. Groucho glasses,
and bunny ears are all old hut to
anyone familiar w M a r t i n ai
all.
There were, however, some
nvw GO» liners, like "I've finally
gotten something I've aiways
wanted - hostages."
Some of Martin's best one
liners came in response to hecklers in the audience, such as, "I
may be crazy but I get paid for !s,
see."
BY REQUEST of the promoters, use of flash attachments was

Recycle
this p a p e r !
v

Share

it

with a friend

forbidden by photographers in
the audience, however there
were those who refused to compiv. Martin turned the lens on
one such rebel with his own
camera, complete with flash attachment.
"1 always wanted a picture of a
real asshole," sa.-d Martin.
All the way through the performance spectators were literally on the edges of their seats
waiting to grab Martin's next
line.
MARTIN LE7T his audience
with two tips on how to become a
millionaire and never pay taxes.
First, get yourself a million
dollars and second, when the tax
collectors come knocking at your
door asking why you haven't paid
your taxes, simply say. "I forgot."

Nexus

evening flow very smoothly.
The musical pieces were also
well executed by Guralnik. The
audience responded with enthusiastic applause to the musical
interludes.
Chopin lives is the only show
of this nature in existence." said
Guralnik. and the concert does
jse a refreshing approach. The
show, itself was well rehearsed
and made for an enjoyable everang.
THE LIGHTING CREW, on
the other hand, came across as
being unrehearsed and unprepared. The adjusting of the lights
before curtain, but after most of
the audience had arrived, was
awkward.
TV lighting during the show
was distracting due to clumsy
handling of the spot. This was no
only an embarrassment to WSU
In that the public witnessed such
carelessness by our technical
crew, but also the poor work
done by the lighting crew showed
little consideration for our guest
performer.
On the whole, aside from
minor technical difficulties, the
Artist Series brought a unique
and entertaining show to WSU.
In purpose. Robert Guralnik in
Chopin Lives was an overall
success.

Anything

Guralnik

photo

editor n e e d e d

The Wright State Student
Media Committee is currently
accepting applications for the
position of Nexus editor.
Deadline for submission of
applications tc the Student
Development office is Friday.
November 4 at 5 p.m.
The editor of Nexus, the

WSU student literary magazine. is responsible for soliciting poetry and prose copy and
artwork, screening copy for
publication, and is in charge
of the magazine's layout and
financial matters. Pay for the =
post is a single stipend of = j
S27S.
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Kege rre is v is its Cauc us
continued frcm page 3
:ht exttpiions am' accept the
slight injustice where they may
occur."
THE PROPOSAL does allow
fo; students to petition the Park
ing Services Committee if circumstances warrant a "grave
injustice."
President Kegerreis said that

Bene*' Cromer aad Linda Tucker alar In Wrtjht State Unlverelty
Theatre's proJuctlon of Cole Porter's Anything Goes.

he accepted Caucus' invitation to
their meeting but was unaware of
the agenda.

Free Delivery

New York Subs

• • • • • • M l
Little A r t T h e a t r e
247 Xcnia Ave.
W

767-''6-'l

Yellow Springs

• • • • • • • • • • « » •
Tonight N o v e m b e r 3 - 1 0
7pm
9pm

Marlon Brando in

On t h e W a t e r f r o n t
T h e Wild O n e

Sun. & Mon.

G i v e t h e g i f t of L i f e !

7 & 9pm

The community Blood Center
Mobile Unit will be here:

Tue. & Wed.

Wed., N o v e m b e r 2 1 0 a m -4pm<
\ppointments through Health Servicei
appreciated
X-2552
041 UC

Aboard the ship arc gansters.
royalty, high society snobs, an
evangelist turned night club
singer, and of couise. a pair of
lovers.
Tickets are on sale now at the
Wright State University Theatre
box office. Tickets are $3 for
adults and S2.25 for students and
senior citizens. Information and
ticket reservations can be obtained by
bv calling 873-2500.
87.1-2500.

Share the news
with a friend!

thru Sat.
" ! haven't seen anything of an
agenda or an outline of the
meeting." he stated, "but I
would have been surprised if
they hadn't brought up parking."

Goes o n s t a g e

Cole Porter's mus-cal of the
I930's. Anything Goes, opens
Thursday. November 3. 1977. for
three weekends at the Festival
Playhouse of the Wright State
University Theatre,
Anything Goes features such
Porter greats as Delovely. / Get a
Kick Out of You, and You 're the
Top.
The play centers around the
antics of the passengers of luxury
liner making the Atlantic crossing from New York to England.

Max Ophul's

Lola Montes

legendary film classic of French
romance

I nascampy,
e r t sfunny story of a film
director who turns to Porno.

9pm L a s t T a n g o in P a r i s
Adults 31=75 12 & u n d e r 91.25
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750,000 watt l a s e r at WSU f u n d e d by WAFB
?

.
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By DOUG HANKINS
Guardian Staff Writer

Wright Patterson Air Force
Base has selected Wright State
University's Brehm Laboratory to
continue research of an Air Force
funded laser project whiclf began
in 1974.
Research Associate Professor
Dr. Gary Sides founded tii*
project as a doctoral proposal.
"This particular project began as
an oral proposal for my dot oral
dissertation in 1974," he said.
A LIGHT EMISSIONS appara
tus (LEA) which measures light
intensity emitted from exited
atoms or molecule.4 produced in
ion-molecule reactions provides
essential information for the design and construction of the
laser.
Atoms and molecules hold an
"internal energy," said Sides.
When this energy increases, the
atom or molecule becomes excited."
Then the internal energy relumes its normal level, the atom
or molecule emits energy resulting from the "excitement" in the
form of light.
LEA, DESIGNED and con-

—

structed about five years ago by
Brehm Lab technicians Dean
Miller and Dr. Mason Hughes,
detects light levels as little as
one photon, or light particle, per
second, said Sides.
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J ! . . _ f 2* a l a i a a r
understanding
of km lazers
LEA is used "basically lo
predict the operation of lasers
based on ion-molucule reactions." said Sides.

THE LASER itself uses ionmolecule reactions in its operation.
A two-foot long cavity houses
the actual laser beam which is
reflected to intensity by mirrors.
Since the light is reflected,
anything blocking the beam will
discontinue the reflection .ind
cancel the beam.

A ( w i t three
I h TPf and
IflH a
V half
H a l f gallons
About
of water a iT.inute, or 210 gallons
an hour, cool the laser during
each experiment, said Sides.

SIDES SAID, "Much progress
on the User experiment can be
attributed to Stephen Solch." a
WSU engineering degree s'u
dent.

If the beam were allowed to
escape the cavity and focus on an
immobile object, it could severely
burn that object.
It is a powerful laser, "but
poses no safety hazard since light
cannot escape th" closed cavity,"
said Sides.
THE LASER, developed by
extensive research, is a commercial Argon-ion laser from Spectra-Physics.

Dr. Gary Sides with hi* laaer

l*o Anderson photo

Guideline proposal submitted,
that he sent the University a
counter proposal last week which
differs greatly from the current
guidelines.
The main point on which the
proposals differ Schwartz said, is
in what they cover.
"THE UNIVERSITY'S guidelines cover all sort of areas which
were not part of the suit, our
proposals are limited strictly to
movies. The two also use different sets of standards in determining what is objectionalbe,"
he said.
Ted Staton. last year's UCB
chairer said there is anothet
difference in the two proposals.
"Spiege!'s guidelines create a
review l-oard made up of an
administrator, a community representative and a student. Ours
would be made up of seven
students, five would be appointed by various campus organizations and two would be appointed
by the president," he said. Both
Sta*on ind Schwart agreed that
;hc removal of Jayne Lynch's
name would not r ave that great
of an effect o . the outcome of the
suit.
"HER NAME was one the suit
»s mine was." said Staton,
Lynch's husband, "as a mesnber
of an University organization,
even though she removed ner
name from the case, she is still a
plaintiff in the case just as any
oth'r student at this school."
"It (the suit) wat accepted by
the University as a class action
suit. The ombudsman and the
Ombudsman's Office do not have
to take an active part in the case
te> carTv ihe case on." he said.
Joanne Risacher. acting 'direc-

II

The normal 100 watt light bulb
puts out about 10 to the 21st
power photons per second he
said.
LEA provides information
which aides in the design and

Dwarfed by the 75.000 watts
required to run the laser, the
laser output is about 20 watts.

Lynch

tor of student development and
member of the ombudsman advisory committee said that the
removal of her name from the
suit "as a condition of recommending her name to the president for approval as ombudsman."
But she added that it would
have no effect on the outcome

because it was a class action suit.
This was the same reason given
by Schwartz and Staton.
Risacher said that the condition was made because the committee did not think that the
ombudsman should be in the
position of suing the University.
BOB BRANDT, chairman of
the committee was not available

By DON SCOTT
Gourd Ian Special Writer

mailed in late summer of "16 to
households in Cincinnati. Houston. Oakland and Minneapolis
provided the date for the study.
The persons receiving the questionnaires were drawn at random
from current telephone directories and were asked to respond to
a series of statements pertaining
to the player freedom of movement issue.

Solch. who started work on the
experiment in December of 1976.
said the work invoived is "well
worth it.
"'•here's a lot of setting up."
he said. In basic research, he
said, "You don't always see what
you're going after."
ACCORDING TO Solch. the
project is "comin; along prettv
well."
Information from the laser project may be used in understanding lasers based on neutral reactions,
those not
involving
charged atoms or molecules
ITie laser is operational, but
the entire experiment is not.
Sides said. "We hope to be fully
operational within the next few
months." he said.

not to hurt case

for comment.
Rep. Zehner said he has not
received any reaciton on ilis
letter but that he is "expecting
some shortly."
He said that though he is very
concerned about the issues he
raised in his letter, he did not
think he had used the correct
form in making hit concern

known
"I approachcd it in the wrong
vcin...l wrote it in anger and 1
didn't make it an inquiry i s 1
should have. It was rather antagonistic," said Zehner.
NEITHER KEGERREIS or Executive Vice-President and Provost Andrew Spiegel could be
reached for comment.

Profs study baseball p l a y e r movements and consumer
The major league baseball free
agent clause may prove to be the
most significant challenge ever to
confront the American pastime.
At least, that's the conclusion
reached in a paper presented by
Dr. Peter Carusone and Dr.
Gordon Wise of the Wright State
University Department of Marketing at the Institute of Management Sciences meeting in
Myrtle Beach. South Carolina
early last month.
The paper, entitled "The Consumer Perspective on the Player
Freedom ot Movement Issue in
Major League Baseball: Implications far Managerial Concern/
Action", examines consumer positions in relation to the free
agent issue and the possible
effect on the consumer interest
level of the game.
A tofal of 2.400 questionnaires

The professors said respondents appearrd unwilling to grant
complet; freedom of playw
movement from team to team,
but did agree some freedom
should be permitted after a few
years in the mf.jor leagues. Most
of those responding felt that
some sort of reserve clause
binding a player to a team for a
certain number of years was
necessary.
The final siatemen« of the

Buy an ad
in the Daily Guardian
$2 per column inch!
Phone 873-2505

questionnaire asked if the respondent's interest was greater
today than it was S years ago.
Nearly 33 per cent said that their
interest was not greater compared to only 27 per cent who said
that their interest was greater.
This response, expressing a
lessening of consumer interest in
baseball, was surprising in light
of the increased attendance for
the major leagues in the past few
vears. Wise feels the primary

* *

cause for this erosion of interest
lies in the attitude of the consumer toward the major league
free agents.
In other words, the typical
blue-collar baseball fan is becoming disenchanted with the high
salaried major league baseball
player, and with the higher ticket
prices that have resulted from
these player salary demands,
according to Wise.

